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Subjects:

• Setting up Cron jobs

• Understanding the result logs

• Jobs for maintaining / checking Pure data

• System messages and status mails.
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Setting up Cron jobs
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Scheduling a Cron job
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Scheduling a Cron job
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Custom schedule of a Cron job
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Understanding the result logs
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Where to find the job logs
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See more details
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Jobs for maintaining / checking 

Pure data
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Clean Up Temporary Files

What are temporary files ?
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Clean Up Temporary Files

• What does it do: 

Removes files not linked to 

content in Pure, that is older 

than 3 days.

• How often to run it: 

Weekly

• Nice to know about the job:

Can be run in test mode, 

where it does not delete the

files, but just tell you how 

many files will be deleted.
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Clean Up Temporary Files
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PreservedContentUpdateJob - You will never guess what this job does 

• What does it do: 
Copy files from the temp folder, to the internal Pure permanent store 
and/or external file stores (DSpace, Eprints, Fedora, or Equella) once 
the content has been created in Pure.

Once a day (at night) it does a full check to see, if all attached files are 
stored, where they are expected to be.

Handles file attachments when content changes template. 

Do not run this job on the test servers, if you have an external file store 
and have not yet updated the file store settings!!
(use -DdisableFileSynchronization=true on test servers to be safe. See 
https://doc.pure.elsevier.com/display/PUREDOCS/Tomcat+command-
line+parameters)

• How often to run it: every 1 minute 

https://doc.pure.elsevier.com/display/PUREDOCS/Tomcat+command-line+parameters
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PreservedContentUpdateJob - You will never guess what this job does 

• Nice to know about the job:

Only creates a log file once a day to not fill the database with job log 

entries.

If the job is not running, you can not open attached files after a template 

change. 

On all runs (Except the night run) it only checks and moves files from 

content changed since the last run, so even if it runs every minute, it 

does not slow down the server. 

The job will report lots of errors on test/dev servers, if the test 

repositories are not a match with production.
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Audit Entry Archiver

• What does it do: 
Moves the old audit data from the database to the file system in zip files 
to save space and speed up database.

• How often to run it: 
Daily

• Nice to know about the job: 
Because the audit data is used for the history and comment section in 
the content editor, the history will be missing on test servers if you only 
copy the database.

Please see 
https://doc.pure.elsevier.com/display/PURECUSTINFO/Copy+Pure+dat
a+to+a+new+server
for how to copy data to a test server.

https://doc.pure.elsevier.com/display/PURECUSTINFO/Copy+Pure+data+to+a+new+server
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Prune Job Log Entries

• What does it do: 

Removes old job logs, to free space in the database and improve 

performance and lower space requirements. 

• Each result page is 25 job logs, so here we have 2786 logs telling us 

how the person synchronization was doing up to 7 years ago.

We have gone from Pure 4.4 to 5.10 in that time = 26 major releases.. 
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Prune Job Log Entries

• How often to run it: 

Daily

• Nice to know about the job:

You decide how many days of 

job logs you want to keep.

All changes made by the original 

jobs can be traced in the audit log 

as well.
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Check Content And Files

• What does it do: 

Checks if content can be validated by the current validation rules in the 

editor, and that any attached file(s) can opened from the file system.

Recommendation to run this job has been part of the release notes 

since 5.7 / 4.26 
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Check Content And Files
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Check Content And Files

• How often to run it: 
As often as you want to check the result log, recommended to run at 
least before and after major updates of Pure.

• Nice to know about the job:
You can setup the job to send the result as a mail to one or more 
persons.

Use the ID to find the content in the global search, and try to save it, 
then the editor will show you where the problems are.
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System messages and status mails.
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Delete Expired System Messages

• What does it do: Deletes expired system messages

• How often to run it: Daily

• Nice to know about the job: No need to see old messages.
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StatusEmail – Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly

• 3 jobs StatusEmailWeekly, StatusEmailMonthly, StatusEmailQuarterly

• What do they do:

• How often to run it: Weekly, Monthly and Quarterly
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• Nice to know about the job:

Checks all users, not just those 

who want a mail.

StatusEmail – Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly
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Question later on ?

Please contact us at pure-support@elsevier.com if you have 

any questions about these jobs, or other Pure related issues.

Or see our Pure Academy page on https://pure.elsevier.com/

mailto:pure-support@elsevier.com
https://pure.elsevier.com/
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www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence

Thank you.


